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This calendar is published by the ASIA-PACIFIC REGIONAL SPACE AGENCY FORUM (APRSAF) Space Education Working Group (SEWG), which encourages the use of space materials to enhance education for young people and aims to stimulate intellectual curiosity and passion of young people through their involvement in space activities.

- Every year, APRSAF SEWG organizes Poster Contest, which is open to children between the ages of 8 and 11 in the Asia-Pacific region.

  The drawings and paintings in this calendar were exhibited at the 13th APRSAF Poster Contest held under the theme “My Home in Space”, during the 25th session of APRSAF in Singapore in November 2018.

  APRSAF Space Education Working Group proudly presents the creative artworks of children in Asia and the Pacific.

You are welcome to produce and distribute copies of this calendar to parties who are interested. The theme of the 14th APRSAF Poster Contest will be “See You in Space!”
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